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Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your
credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try
again.Please try again.Show details. Order it now. Sold by TOOLBOX and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search
again later.Coralife provides several options for power management and control of your aquatic
system electrical components.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star,
we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and
if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please
try again later. Kmh88 1.0 out of 5 stars I reprogrammed it thinking it was user error. Unfortunately,
the next night the timer completely shut off and my biocube was without heat, lights and a
powerhead for about 9 hours. I lost hundreds of dollars worth of coral and fish and I am devastated!!
This product apparently has other reviews that say it reprograms itself and it should NOT be sold
anymore to prevent further aquarium losses.Sending this piece of junk back for a refund.This is not
possible. Please be aware of the following, which has been confirmed by Coralife Only the yellow
outlets are programmable and, They are not programmable independently of one another. These 7
cycles DO NOT correlate with the day of the week. This was a major misconception with several user
instructional videos. How Coralife can make this a more valuable product Make more outlets
programmable and make them programmable independently of one
another.http://agence-sml.com/files/epiphany-paintball-gun-manual.xml

1.0.

However, it doesnt even seem to keep the time or programming anyway, so its pretty much just an
overpriced power strip, that apparently can cause fires according to other reviews I would suggest
looking elsewhere. I regret buying it.It is now January of 2019. It worked great and did what it was
supposed to do when it worked. For the past few months around October it started switching sooner
than it should had them switching at 8 am and 8 pm. They started switching at 7. Then yesterday I
switched around my reptile room and when I plugged it back in, the screen was no longer working.
My night lights immediately came on. I couldnt get the screen to work again so I couldnt reprogram
it. Unfortunately there arent many outlets with the timers that switch day and night lights. I love the
idea of the design, I just wish it worked a little bit better.I bought this April 2017 and it worked good
got about 6 months. After that the timer feature just stopped working completely. I never got a
chance to email the company to find out if there was a warranty or not my fault but I wouldn’t BUY
another one but if they’d like to EXCHANGE this one for a new one I’d be willing to give them
another try. Only writing this review because a friend came over and asked if he could have it bc he
saw it sitting in a box.The blue sockets turn on when the yellow go off. Thats it. It also has a rdm
setting with no explanation. It randomly turns on 15 mins or less from your time you set on the
timer. Which I guess is kind of cool but still doesnt solve the fact this thing sucks. Unless your using
night lights.Absolutely useless as a timer power strip.My old one was back from 2014 and I was
surprised that in 2020 the technology no change it continue with same flaws First of all this is very
attractive and essential product for aquarium hobbits as it have day and night
timer.http://cetra.uniza.sk/cms/fckeditor/editor/filemanager/connectors/php/uploads/epson-tm-h6000
iii-programming-manual.xml

So you are supposed to program once and let it do its job However I am surprised they are yet to
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add mini cell in the power system to remember the program and not erase all data in case of power
loss Initial programming is easy, its just lengthy, it doesnt allow you to do in one go but need to set
time for each day of week.First one worked flawlessly, this one the timer doesnt turn the plugs on so
completely useless for what I bought it for. Unfortunately I already threw out the box so Im stuck
with it.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Should have listened to the other reviewsSorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again. Either the thing is junk or Im not getting the programing right. Other forums report
similar difficulities. The instructions are a little vague but not bad. I get the programing in okay but
the unit doesnt respond as it seems it should. Its in auto mode and I see in the insructoins it says to
let it cycle for 24 hours if there is a problem. I did that but its like the wrong outlets day vs.Only had
an issue with the manual ones.The digital runs my HQIs and the manual runs as a wave maker.I had
the same problemin auto, the night plugs were on when the day plugs should be on. Once I did that,
the plugs worked right. Hope this helps someone with a similar problem.When it works, the Coralife
Digital Power Center does a good job.Louis SEASL Lauderdale Reef Central TM Reef Central, LLC.
Together with PetSmart Charities, we help save over 1,500 pets every day through adoption.
PetSmart is The Adopt Spot Please turn it on so that you can experience the full capabilities of this
site. Save 5% on your initial order and 5% on recurring orders.Offer may not be combined with other
promotional offers or discounts.

Terms and conditions of this offer areOffer not valid on products in the following categories live
pets; canned, fresh or frozen foods; select catOffer valid on petsmart.com through February 28,
2018Autoship eligible purchase of any single vetauthorized diet dog or cat food. Discount taken off
highest pricedWith Treats membership. Must be signed into your TreatsOffer valid one time only.
While supplies last. Quantities may beSee bonus card for details.Please try again later. The digital
feature allows the alternating timer to set the daynight cycle at different times of the day at different
days of the week. When the 2 daytime timercontrolled outlets are on, the 2 nighttime
timercontrolled outlets are off. DayNight Timer he Power Center is a daynight dual timer device that
provides complete 24hour lighting cycles from dawn, noon, dusk and nighttime. WAVEMAKER
APPLICATION The Power Center can control two sets of water pumps using the alternating timer
total of four outlets at 15 minute intervals min. or more to create a wavemaker application. The two
sets of outlets will interchange between each other based on the timer setting. This wavemaker
application creates a natural rhythm in your aquarium that replicates ocean tidal movements.All
letters will be shown in their capitalized form. All letters will be shown in their capitalized form.
Well, now I have the Nova Extreme with the moonlights, and the fan that needs to be put on a timer.
Im also going to put the canopy on so I gave it more of an effort and it seemed to not be going well.
The lights would not turn on when I programmed them following the directions. Thinking I had a
defective unit. I went out and purchased another. Gave it another go. This is what I found out. Well
these units have 2 yellow daytime and 2 blue nightime outlets. The yellow and blue outlets alternate
power, the yellow and blue outlets cannot be on at the same time.

https://directori.p2pvalue.eu/explore/cbpp-communities/community/datasheet/command-adaptive-dr
awbar-dynamometer-manual

When one switches off the other switches on automatically, and you can program when they switch.
The instructions makes it sound like youre programming the yellow plugs day going on and off, its
the opposite, It seems youre timing the blues. So I had to plug my lights in the blue plugs and my
moonlights in the yellows yes, I double checked the a.m. and p.m. settings too! Both Power Centers
are doing the same thing. I even tried it with regular lights and changed the programming to go on
and off within a few minutes to check which plugs where going on when. I even had my husband
read the instructions to see what he got out of them for what patience he had to follow, he agreed it
sounded like youre timing the yellows from the instructions So, has anybody else have the same
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experience with these things. What does everybody else use besides these TinaI had to switch the
lights to the yellow outlets last night since it seems to be working like it should now.the lights didnt
switch off like they should last night so I swapped plugs, and they turned back on at the right time
this morning. This timer is soooo lame. Does anybody know how long the battery will last in it either
TinaWish I kept the box on the other one. TinaMechanical or digital with battery backup, thats what
I use. I have 2 banks of lights, LED moonlights, and pressurized CO2 on my 125 gallon and I use 4
timers. Never a problem except having to reset the mechanical timers after power outages.As was
stated, the only minor problem is resetting the timers after power outtages. This setup should allow
for more than enough flexibility and connections.I have 3 of these timers. 2 on my planted and 1 on
my nano reef and they work perfectly fine. If you read the instructions it will tell you that the first
cycle is not correct. Once you go through one cycle they will be OK. Your yellow will be day lights
and blue will be your moonlights.

http://www.indianantique.com/images/boss-fv50l-manual.pdf

I cant comment on the battery life but I had mine for 6 months and it is still remembering the
settings. Fire wise I had no problems as well.so far at least. Maybe some of the lights pull too much
power and it fries the unit.I just dont know. On my nano reef I am using all the plugs, and have no
problem.More expensive though.More expensive though. You currently have 0 posts. Please enter
your desired user name, your email address and other required details in the form below. Note that
passwords are casesensitive. The problem is that i am trying to have my 10,000K turn on at 11am,
but i would like my actinic to turn on an hour earlier 10 am, but then turn off right at 11. This will
simulate sunrise as you all know. Then i would like my 10,000K to turn off at 8 and my actinic on
from 89 follow by just blue LED moonlights. The Instructions are so confusing. Any help would be
appreciated! They are about 12 bucks a piece. You will be MUCH MUCH happier. The coralife stip
sucks royally. Been there done that. The best ones to get are the out door timers.but they cost more.
I just use a normal one and keep it away from water. Look into buying one of these as well.link at the
bottom.it will make your life insanely easier. I run this switch board and my tank is easy to keep up
with it.You can get them on Ebay a little cheaper.same exact thing. Just trying to save you money in
the long run. Monochrome5, January 26, 2011 in Product Reviews These guys come in three versions
a single timer, dual timer, and single digital timer. The following review will be for the dual timer
version, which I own. Great for moonlight LEDs I highly recommend using a flathead screwdriver to
get in there and click them down. For the price, its a really nice light controller. But thats where it
ends. Seems to work just fine for that. I also have it run my heater and moonlights when the actinics
click off. Since I run an 8g biocube, having the heater only on at night isnt a problem for me.

http://genesisrealtycorp.com/images/boss-fv-60-manual.pdf

The lights throw more than enough heat to warm my tank to 80. The constant power outlet runs my
MJ606, so Ive been able to successfully control my whole tank with this product. It will handle Picos
and small, compact tanks with ease, but anything more than 8g or so is probably out of the question.
I wouldnt suggest using it with controllable LEDs, though. Youd use up the constant power outlet
just for the LEDs and then have 7 slots of wasted space. Throw at least 24 more constant power
outlets on here and beef up the surge protection and it would be a fantastic little controller. Oh, and
how hard would it be to throw in 4 little screws. Come on Coralife!! I was considering this timer but
may not be able to live with the shortcomings that you mentioned. I may just stick with a few
standard timers and a powerstrip for more flexibility. Would be nice to have that all in one unit
though. I was considering this timer but may not be able to live with the shortcomings that you
mentioned. Would be nice to have that all in one unit though. The digital settings are TOTALLY
dependent on the little replaceable battery that comes with it. IOW, when the battery is exhausted
the timer side is useless. The battery is in use constantly even when the unit is plugged in so you
soon lose all your settings, the LCD screen goes blank and until you install a new battery nothing

http://www.indianantique.com/images/boss-fv50l-manual.pdf
http://genesisrealtycorp.com/images/boss-fv-60-manual.pdf


works on the timer side.I gave up on the thing after I came home a third time to a blank LCD screen,
and my lights off. Went to the hardware and bought a much cheaper digital timer that has an
internal battery that is kept charged while plugged in DUH and is only in use as a back up for your
settings during power outages.Whoever engineered that coralife POS digital timer should be sent
back to 3rd grade. It deletes all timer settings and resets the clock to 1200. I was considering this
timer but may not be able to live with the shortcomings that you mentioned. Would be nice to have
that all in one unit though.

Theyre pretty solid. 4 timed outlets with 8 constants.The digital settings are TOTALLY dependent on
the little replaceable battery that comes with it. Went to the hardware and bought a much cheaper
digital timer that has an internal battery that is kept charged while plugged in DUH and is only in
use as a back up for your settings during power outages.Whoever engineered that coralife POS
digital timer should be sent back to 3rd grade. Im really baffled that the LCD battery doesnt charge
when plugged in. Thats just plain stupid. I get the feeling that the same guy who decided to make
the LCD battery not charge made the decision to only put one constant power outlet on the dual
timer. Idiot. Theyre pretty solid. 4 timed outlets with 8 constants.Im really baffled that the LCD
battery doesnt charge when plugged in. I get the feeling that the same guy who decided to make the
LCD battery not charge made the decision to only put one constant power outlet on the dual timer.
Idiot. I should have realized the issue and taken it back when the instructions state you MUST install
the battery before you can use the LCD screen and enter your settings. You cant just plug it in and
use it that way.Now I use it as a very expensive power strip on the uncontrolled side only.Timed
outlets are totally unreliable. It happend on one of the timer and now the other one is starting to do
the same thing. Ive come home to find lights have been on for like 18hrs. Unreliable. I had it given to
me for free and I paid too much. Others have mentioned the problems, and there are many. Do not
buy. That strip handled all of it. It does require a second power strip for pumps, filters, etc, but that
was acceptable to me. It is a specialized piece of equipment, but if you have need for it, the coralife
is a nice solution. Paste as plain text instead Display as a link instead Clear editor Upload or insert
images from URL.

Volts Amps Watts for water heater NEMA 1 Indoor enclosure 9 onoff settings, daylight savings time,
3 month back up battery Select 120V or 240 using dip switches Countdown and random options
Resource GE 15250 manual Boxtype water heater timers P47 tripper Hour GE15350 GE 15600 P47
tripper, Tork 101 120Volt Clock motor SPST Mounted in 9000A Nema3R outdoor enclosure Buy GE
15163 120 volt Nema 3R 101 replacement clock motor. P47 tripper Resources GE15306Manual120V
GE15350 timer manual Timer, 24. Hour GE 15351 GE 15601 GE 15164 GE5361 Same timer as Tork
T1104 Consumes 3 watts DPST Can be wired to control one or two 240V loads Buy 240 volt outdoor
timer 240Volt Clock motor. P47 tripper Resource GE15307Manual240V It is cheaper to repair
Intermatic Timer How to troubleshoot and repair IntermaticP47 tripper Resources 1560015601 sell
sheet Wiring manual Fits into Intermatic enclosure. It is cheaper to repair Intermatic Timer How to
troubleshoot and repair IntermaticTork Repair parts for Intermatic timers Troubleshoot Intermatic
timers GE15601 cannot replace T106 timer See Intermatic timers Intermatic adapter plate.
GE15600 series is same as Tork 1100Adapter snaps into Intermatic enclosure. Comes with mounting
bolts toBuy separately at Electric supply online Timer greenTake insulated switch wires andIn back
of electric box are white wires twisted together and coveredThis will powerTurn on electricity, and
push ONOFF button located in each corner. IfCFL, LED, Fluorescent, contactors, motors, etc up to
100 away Turn power ON. IfSinglepole only Incandescent lights only GE 15313 manual Neutral wire
How to wire timer Aube timers Take switch wires and connect them toIn back of electric box are
white wires twisted together and coveredTurn on electricity, and push ONOFF button.

If lights come on, timerWhite 60 minute countdown At Amazon 15081 Ivory 60 minute countdown At
Amazon 15082 Ivory 30 minute countdown At Amazon 15084 Faux stainless steel 60 minute



countdown At Amazon Countdown timer horsepower ratings Take switch wires and connect them
toIn back of electric box are white wires twisted together and coveredTurn on electricity, and push
ONOFF button. If lights come on, timerHP range 5 minute to 12 hour, SPST Image No Seller No
timing details Pins located on dial click inout to set times. Set pins same as GE 15075 below Control
lights, fans heaters CFL ready GE 15070 manual GE 15070 Replaces singlepole switch only How to
wire timer Take switch wires and connect them toIn back of electric box are white wires twisted
together and coveredTurn on electricity, and push ONOFF button. If lights come on, timerSee timer
installation GEPlugIn15075Manual Plug lamp into timer. Plug timer into outlet. Fail frequently 1
Test outlet with circuit analyzer. 2. Read load capability of timer. If timer is rated for incandescent
lightUse intermatic appliance timer forMove timer to a different outlet, and use to control ordinary
tableThis will give baseline if timer canAppliance Twin. Pack 2prong polarized outlet
GEPlugIn52012Manual How to set timers At Amazon GESegments down, timer. ON. Move override
switch to Timer ON for programming. Segments down, timer. ON. Move override switch to Timer
ON for programming Lift all segments, except segments between 5 and 11. Rotate dial until current
time lines up with arrowhead Move switch to TIMER ON Turn lamp ON, bulb is good, plug lamp into
timer Lift all segments, except segments between 5 and 11.

Rotate dial until current time lines up with arrowhead Move switch to TIMER ON Turn lamp ON,
bulb is good, plug lamp into timer Timer has preset program to turn lights onoff at random times so
homeGE 15151 instructions Rotate dial clockwise until current day and time lines up with pointer
How to set vacation timers At Amazon Timer has preset program to turn lights onoff at random
times so homeGE 50462 instructions Rotate dial clockwise until current day and time lines up with
pointer How to set vacation timers At Amazon Alert Tm261 7Day Vacation Timer First Alert TM241
vacation timer Same as Westek. TM03WHB See more vacation timers This timerTimer has preset
program to turn lights onoff at random times so homePush red and green pins downward and then
rotate to hours you wantTurn lamp ON, plug lamp into timer, plug timer into outlet Slide switch
controls timer mode. When switch is one direction, lamp is ON all the time. When switch is other
direction, timer programs control lamp. Segments down, timer. ON. Move override switch to Timer
ON for programming Segments down, timer. ON. Move override switch to Timer ON for
programming Segments down, timer ON Blue outletsSo if you wantDark background is for night.
Yellow outlets turn onoff at daytime 6am6pm. Dark outlets turn onoff at nighttime 6pm6am. Make
the timer fitBoth yellow outlets turn onoffBlue outletsThe following timers can be plugged in
outdoors.Yard Stake Timer 6 outlets, all outlets timed Wall mount or ground stake GE 15107 yard
stake manual 15107Amazon How to set timer Press remote control to select OFF 2 4 6 8 hours later.
Or use Auto mode timer turns ON at dusk and OFF at dawn. Unplug timer from outlet before
plugging in extension cords.

ElectronicAmazon GE 15147 yard stake manual Timer One 3prong grounded outlet Pins divide
24hour day into 15 minute intervals Move pins outward to set ON times Same manual as Tork 601A
GE 51587 manual GE 51587 instruction sheet GE 51587 at Amazon For security,GE 15254 manual
TM14DOLB Timer has photo electric eye that turns timer ON at dusk Indicator light shows when
timer has power Rotate dial to make following selections OFF or ON Timer turns OFF 2 4 6 8 hours
after dusk DusktoDawn GE at Amazon Westek at Amazon GE 15142 manual Instruction videos EH40
and WH40. With digital Zilla timer, you can set from 1 to 7 programs. You can set one program, and.
Do not have the instructions. You posted under Zilla timers.Turned on the yellow switches and then
they turned back on at the time I have set for outlet 7. I thought the yellow ones were 1 and 2 or 1.
When you purchase through our links, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more The Best
Aquarium Light Timers for 2020 August 3, 2020 August 2, 2020 by Daniel Harper Aside from various
fish tank accessories, water clearing products and equipment, one of the most essential devices that
you must consider getting for your aquarium is none other than the best aquarium light timer.
Undoubtedly, digital outlet timers are deemed as fish tank necessities these days which make them a



musthave. These are comparably less pricey and, as a matter of fact, they could help you save more
money since these can exceptionally manage the lighting needs of your fish tank in an automatic
mode. Besides, these are quite dependable to utilize as they play a vital role in warding off the
sprout of algae since your aquarium light is turned on for a longer period of time. Truth is, light
timers aren’t just meant for aesthetic purposes. These are quite indispensable if you are the type of
aquarium keeper who’s always on vacation or always out for business trips.

If your aquarium is equipped with a digital light timer, then you won’t have worries even if you’re
out of town most of the time. You can have the peace of mind that even if you’re far away, your
aquarium pets and aquatic plants will be free of any danger since they are secured with appropriate
and reliable lighting conditions. Contents Best Aquarium Light Timer Reviews 2020 1. Century 24
Hour Plugin Mechanical Timer 2. Odyssea Timer Module for Beamswork or EVO Quad LED
Aquarium Light Timer 3. BNLINK 8 Outlet Surge Protector with Mechanical Timer 4. Century Indoor
24Hour Mechanical Outlet Timer 5. NICREW ClassicLED Aquarium Light Timer 6. MingDak Digital
Aquarium Ramp Timer 7. Fosmon 3Prong Dual Outlet Plugin Mechanical Timer 8. Zoo Med AquaSun
Aquarium Timers 9. Century 7 Day Heavy Duty Digital Programmable Timer 10. Coralife ESU
Aqualight Digital Power Center What To Look For When Buying An Aquarium Light Timer Other
Important Factors to Consider Frequently Asked Questions Conclusion Best Aquarium Light Timer
Reviews 2020 1. Century 24 Hour Plugin Mechanical Timer If you are hunting for aquarium lighting
timers that are designed with single outlet timer and are not complicated to use and understand,
then Century 24Hour Plugin Mechanical Timer can give you that. You won’t have any trouble setting
it up and you don’t need to spend extravagantly just to get it. You can actually operate it
immediately in minutes without any sweat. This model is designed with mechanical buttons that are
intended to easily set the time. This is what makes it more convenient to use as compared to other
mechanical timers that operate with the aid of removable pins. You will less likely to misplace or lose
pins since these are fused into the device. Starting this light timer is a piece of cake as well. You
only need to modify the dial in order to specify the present time and push down all of the buttons
between the on and off time.

However, this device generates a little noise and it is not possible to modify the different schedules
for different days. Pros No sweat to set up and can be done in minutes Comes with easytounderstand
design Riskfree and dependable to utilize Does not come with loose parts unlike other models Turns
your device on and off in an automatic method Cons Incapable of adjusting different schedules for
different days May produce slight buzzing sound Overall, if you prefer a light timer that is easy to
install, built with simple design and can work reliably for your fish tank lighting needs, then this
version is worth considering. It is equipped with mechanical buttons that ensure ease and
convenience of use. It works automatically so you can be at peace leaving it for a long time. It also
comes with less costly price tag so it won’t spoil your limited budget. Meanwhile, if do not prefer a
device that generates slight buzzing sound and incapable of modifying different schedules for
different days, then perhaps you may look for other versions. 2. Odyssea Timer Module for
Beamswork or EVO Quad LED Aquarium Light Timer If you’re going to closely observe the entire
design of this aquarium timer, you will discover that this version is undemanding to install and
utilize. Unlike other models, it does not get lost along the way when operating it. It is equipped with
two buttons when installing it. In addition, when it comes to its installation process, you can
instantly alter the hour up to the minute that you prefer the time to turn on or off the light. In case,
you get so confused on how to set it up, you can rely on the manual instructions. In so doing, you’ll
get the idea that the process is actually straightforward. It is worth noting that this serves as a very
convenient approach of controlling your fish tank light. Thus, even if you are always out for work or
business, then you can depend on it to take care of your aquarium lighting needs.

Truth is, it is nice to have a device that could automatically manage your fish tank lighting



requirements. On the other hand, this light timer is limited to use as it merely works with a few
specific models. And, there are instances when it incoherently halts working. These are a few of the
weak points you need to be aware of. Pros Makes fish tank lighting a breeze Smooth sailing to utilize
Comes with reasonably priced selling cost Quite uncomplicated to set up Adept at controlling blue
and white LEDs separately Cons Only works with specific models Has the tendency to randomly stop
functioning To sum things up, this model is worth a try. Taking into account its versatility, ease,
reliability and convenience of use, there is no denying why it is regarded as one of the most top pick
models for most aquarium owners. Apart from these, it is certified userfriendly yet very affordable
even for those with limited budget. Note that this only works with some specific versions and has the
potentiality to inconstantly stop working. Anyhow, wouldn’t it be delighting to know that there is no
need to spend more to enjoy excellent light timer performance features. As you know, this is a rare
offer nowadays so you better grab it. 3. BNLINK 8 Outlet Surge Protector with Mechanical Timer
This topnotch fish tank light timer is ideal for a plenty of uses particularly in a daylight cycle for
aquariums, live aquatic plants as well as reptile enclosures. In the same way, it is equipped with a
total of four outlets that are regulated by the timer wherein four outlets are often on. What makes
this model safer and more reliable to use is that all the eight outlets are entirely safeguarded by the
surge protector and it is also furnished with a circuit breaker switch in order to provide more safety.
If you’ll thoroughly inspect it, you’ll unveil that the outlets are exquisitely distanced from each other
which makes plugging all types of distinct shaped plug a lot easier into them.
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